Bus 23
Elem/Middle/High School

Leave 6:30am

Ann Arbor North to Ostrander Rd. (TR)
East to Bunce Rd. (TL)
North to Snell Rd. (TR)
East to Tuttle Hill Rd. (TR)
South on Tuttle Hill Rd. to Ostrander Rd. (TR)
West to Townsend (TL)
South to Mayer back onto and (TA)
North to Ostrander (TR)
East to Townsend (TL)
East to Plank (TR) cross Ostrander to Oelke back onto and (TA)
North to Mayer Rd. (TL)
West to Townsend Rd (TL)
South to Oelke Rd. (TR)
West to Bunce Rd. (TL)
Stop loading Bunce & Day
South to Bigelow Rd (TR) to school

*THIS ROUTE MAY HAVE SOME CHANGES DUE TO RIDER LOCATIONS*
*STUDENTS MAY BE ASKED TO WALK TO CERTAIN PICK-UP POINTS*